One-dimensional δ ′ -function potential is discussed in the framework of Green's function formalism without invoking perturbation expansion. It is shown that the energy-dependent Green's function for this case is crucially dependent on the boundary conditions which are provided by self-adjoint extension method. The most general Green's function which contains four real self-adjoint extension parameters is constructed. Also the relation between the bare coupling constant and self-adjoint extension parameter is derived.
Introduction
Since Kronig-Penny model [1] has been successful for the description of energy band in solid state physics, the point interaction problem has been applied in the various branches of physics for a long time. Recently the two-dimensional δ-function potential has been of interests in the context of the Aharonov-Bohm(AB) effect of spin-1/2 particles [2, 3] in which the delta function occurs as the mathematical description of the Zeeman interaction of the spin with a magnetic flux tube. In Ref. [4] two different approaches, renormalization and self-adjoint extension methods [5, 6] , are presented for this subject. More recently same problem is re-examined in the framework of Green's function formalism [7, 8] . In Ref. [8] present author showed how to incorporate the self-adjoint extension method within the Green's function formalism without invoking the perturbation expansion.
Unlike two-and three-dimensional cases, one-dimensional point interaction provides a four-parameter family solution, characterized by the boundary conditions at x = 0 :
where ǫ is infinitesimal positive parameter and ω ∈ C; a, b, c, d ∈ R, satisfying | ω |= 1 and ad − bc = 1 [6, 9] . Recently path-integral for the one-dimensional δ ′ -function potential is calculated by incorporating Neumann boundary conditions within the usual perturbation theory of onedimensional Dirac particle in order for the coupling constant to be infinitely repulsive [10] .
In this paper we will discuss the one-dimensional δ ′ -function potential in the framework of Green's function formalism without using a perturbation expansion like Ref. [8] . It will be shown that the energy-dependent Green's function is crucially dependent on the boundary conditions which are provided by self-adjoint extension method in the present formalism. Choosing the boundary condition
which is easily obtained from Eq.(1) by requring c = 0, ω = a = d = 1, and b = β, one can derive a similar result with that of Ref. [10] .
However, the advantage of this formalism presented here is that it is free to choose boundary conditions. This means that one can get more general This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we will discuss why the derivation of Green's function for one-dimensional δ ′ -function potential case is difficult. In this section we will show that the representation of δ ′ -function as two usual δ-function with infinitesimal distance does generate the physically irrelevant Green's function. In Sec.3 we will derive energy-dependent Green's function by incorporating the self-adjoint method in the Green's function formalism. In this section we will show that the most general Green's function for one-dimensional point interaction can be constructed by using only δ ′ -function potential. In Sec.4 a brief conclusion is given.
2 Calculational Difficulty of Green's function for
In this section we will calculate the energy-dependent Brownian motion
Green's functionĜ[x, y; E] for one-dimensional δ ′ -function potential by using a same method presented in Ref. [11] , in which the one-dimensional δ-function potential case is calculated. For this purpose consider a onedimensional system whose Hamiltonian is
where v is bare coupling constant. Although H 0 can involve an arbitary potential, in this paper we will only consider the free particle case for simplicity:
It is well-known that the time-dependent Brownian motion propagator for the Hamiltonian (3) obeys integral equation [12, 13] G
In order to follow the same method used in Ref. [11] for δ-function potential case, we regard δ ′ -function as
After inserting Eq. (6) into (5), one can derive easilŷ
by taking Laplace transform
of both sides of Eq.(5). At this stage the limit of ǫ is omitted for brevity.
We will take this limit after calculation. After inserting x = ±ǫ in Eq. (7), one can obtain with much easê
.
When deriving Eq. (9) we used the explicit result of energy-dependent Green's function for one-dimensional free particlê
By inserting Eq.(9) into Eq.
Now let us assume that the coupling constant v is ǫ-independent and finite.
If one calculatesĜ[x, y; E] by taking ǫ → 0 + limit in Eq.(11) at the following four regions
x > ǫ y < −ǫ,
one can show that the infinity terms( O(ǫ −1 ) ) cancel, leaving the same finite results at these four regionŝ
At this stage the regions −ǫ < x < ǫ and −ǫ < y < ǫ are not considered since both shrink infinitesimally if ǫ → 0 + limit is taken.
The result (13) 
where c is coupling constant of δ-function potential. Then one can easily In next section we will present the correct procedure for the calculation of energy-dependent Green's function when the potential is one-dimensional
3 Green's function approach to one-dimensional
In this section we will show how to incorporate the self-adjoint extension method into Green's function formalism by using one-dimensional δ ′ -function potential without invoking a perturbation expansion. The two-and threedimensional cases are already discussed in Ref. [8] .
Now let us start with Eq.(5). After performing integration with respect
to z in Eq. (5), one can show easilŷ 
∂Ĝ[z, y; E] ∂z
By inserting Eq.(18) into Eq.(17)Ĝ[x, y; E] becomeŝ
[−ǫ, y; E] f or x < 0.
Note that in Eq.(19) the v-dependence ofĜ[x, y; E] is hidden inĜ[±ǫ, y; E].
Now it is time to incorporate the self-adjoint extension method into
Green's function formalism. Firstly let us consider the simple boundary conditions given in Eq. (2) . By applying these two boundary conditions to Ĝ [x, y; E], one can show that the boundary conditions generate two independent equationŝ
(20)
where ǫ(y) is usual alternating function. Therefore, by solving Eq.(20) the
are easily obtained. By combining Eqs. (19) and (21) we get a final result
Also the relation between the bare coupling constant v and self-adjoint extension parameter β is obtained by inserting Eq.(21) into Eq.(18) and using the continuity of ∂Ĝ[z, y; E]/∂z at z = 0. Unlike two-and three-dimensional cases the relation is dependent on the space:
After taking inverse Laplace transform of Eq.(22) and using analytic continuation in time, one can obtain Feynman propagator(or Kernel) K[x, y; t]:
where erf c(z) is usual error function. Eq.(24) coincides with Eq. (14) of Ref. [10] if one changes β of Ref. [10] into −β/2. Therefore we derived a similar result with that of Ref. [10] without invoking perturbation expansion.
Furthermore, in this formalism one can derive more general Green's function(or propagator) by using more general boundary conditions. Therefore, let us use the most general boundary condition (1) of one dimensional point interaction. Like same way as before these two boundary conditions provide two independent equations
where ω ⋆ is complex conjugate of ω. By inserting the solutions of Eq.(25)
to Eq.(19) it is straightforward to derive the energy-dependent Green's function corresponding to the most general boundary conditionŝ
where
Note that Eq. (27) The energy-dependent Green's function for the one-dimensional point interaction is calculated in Ref. [14] . The result (27) is exactly same with that of
Ref. [14] although the authors of Ref. [14] clamed that their result is a consequence of appropriate mixture of one-dimensional δ− and δ ′ −potentials.
In this paper same result can be derived by using only one-dimensional δ ′ −function potential. Of course by following the procedure presented in
Ref. [14] one can also obtain the time-dependent Brownian motion propagator and Feynman Kernel straightforwardly. Also one can derive the relation between bare coupling constant and self-adjoint parameters as before.
Conclusion
The one-dimensional δ ′ −function potential is analyzed in the framework of Green's function formalism. It is shown that the energy-dependent Brownian motion Green's function for one-dimensional δ ′ −function potential is crucially dependent on the boundary conditions. By choosing the most general boundary condition of one-dimensional point interaction the most general Green's function which contains four real self-adjoint extension pa-rameters is constructed. Grosch's result which is obtained recently by using the perturbation expansion of one-dimensional Dirac particle is special case of ours. Also the relation between the bare coupling constant and self-adjoint extension parameters is derived. Unlike two-and three-dimensional cases the relation is dependent on the space.
